
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

It _________________ an unreasonable one.1. (past/satisfy)had to satisfy

She made no blunders, she answered the few questions addressed to her,
in a quiet tone, for she ________________________ to be heard over the din
of children.

2.

(past/not/shout)
did not have to shout

But, as Max asked himself, if his motives were honest,
______________________________?
3.

(what/he/should/fear/?)what should he have to fear

We know what we _________________!4. (expect)have to expect

Actors, at all events, stop a week, sometimes a fortnight, in the cities they
visit; but a lecturer is on the road every day, happy when he
___________________ at night.

5.

(not/start)has not to start

But there, you ___________________ sorry.6. (not/feel)have not to feel

She _________________________ long, for they were at it almost before
she had done thinking.
7.

(past/not/wonder)
did not have to wonder

I __________________ that in mind.8. (would/keep)'d have to keep

Capacities beyond these the people ___________________.9. (not/give)have not to give

I ______________________ at it across the table.10. (shall/smile)shall have to smile

He _______________________ away from her now.11. (past/not/stay)did not have to stay

______________________ with her husband?12. (it/could/do/?)Could it have to do

They _________________ the bounds of realization upon their wishes.13.
(past/not/set)

had not to set

I ______________ my admiration in some way.14. (past/show)had to show

______________________________ in a court where the evidence is so
strongly opposed, where the facts are so equally balanced!
15.

(I/may/never/preside/?)

May I never have to preside
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__________________________ for that make now?16. (what/you/pay/?)What do you have to pay

He ______________ for help in the morning.17. (past/wait)had to wait

You will enjoy them; you ________________________ yourself.18.
(not/starve)

do not have to starve

But if they ________________________ there was plenty else to occupy
them.
19.

(past/not/drill)
did not have to drill

Hear first what I ______________.20. (say)have to say
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